Availability of DAT Imaging

Current Status:

• DaTSCAN has not been available since February 2011

• Subjects are given waivers to enroll in PPMI until DaTSCAN is available

• Subjects enrolled as PD subjects with normal scan will be withdrawn

• Current timeline for DaTSCAN production-Uncertain

• To date 60 waivers have been given issued - Some site IRB resistant to additional waivers
Availability of DAT Imaging

Potential solution:

• DAT imaging will be produced at the Institute for Neurodegenerative disorder (IND)

• Subjects will travel to IND to be imaged

• Subjects will be imaged at their sites once DaTscan is available

• DAT imaging at IND available JUNE 1
DAT Imaging at IND

- Subjects will consent at the clinical site
- Subject info will be faxed to IND by clinical site
- All travel for the subjects and a companion will be arranged by IND staff
- Subjects will consent at IND and will be imaged at IND (Datscan or β-CIT).
- IND staff will inform clinical site
- IND staff will contact subjects post scan by phone
DAT Imaging at IND – Next steps

IND chemistry team to establish DAT imaging

DAT IND modified so that IND can produce DaTscan

PPMI protocol and consent modified to allow DAT imaging at IND

Site consent modified to allow DAT imaging at IND

Logistics established for Site-IND communication